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APE swings into the Cardano blockchain as a
distinctive meme coin, bringing forth a harmonious
blend of playful charm, unwavering community focus,
and a strong commitment to social responsibility. This
Apepaper intricately explores the fundamental
aspects that make Ape a truly unique and exhilarating
addition to the realm of meme on the Cardano
blockchain.

As we delve into the heart of this jungle-themed
meme token, APE reveals an exciting fusion of the
untamed spirit of apes and state-of-the-art blockchain
technology within the Cardano network. This
introduction sets the stage for an exploration of the
captivating features that distinguish APE token,
ensuring a cryptocurrency experience that stands out
in the ever-evolving landscape of digital assets."

INTRO
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Mission: 
Ape's mission is to establish a lively and inclusive
decentralized ecosystem on the Cardano blockchain,
embodying the playful essence of apes. Through
community unity, innovative banana-powered features,
and contributions to social causes, we aim to redefine
the cryptocurrency experience. Our commitment is to
create a secure, engaging platform that benefit our
community more than just only financially but in real-
world applications to make them achieve full
Apishness.

Vision:
Ape envisions becoming a leading force in the Cardano
ecosystem, recognized for its blend of creativity,
technology, and especially its social impact. We aspire
to be a community-driven space where Ape is
synonymous with innovation, unity, and philanthropy.
Beyond financial success, we aim to empower our
community to actively shape the project's direction,
creating a legacy that combines the untamed spirit of
memes with the possibilities of genuine meme
experience on the Cardano blockchain. And most
important of all, WE NEED YOU APES !! AND YOUR
APEISH IDEAS.

Mission & Vision



APEISH

Ape distinguishes itself with a set of innovative and
engaging features, blending the playful spirit of apes with
cutting-edge blockchain technology. These features
contribute to a memecoin experience that is not only
entertaining but also community-driven and socially
responsible.

Banana-Powered Innovation: Ape introduces a banana-
powered innovation that goes beyond the typical
cryptocurrency offerings. Through creative and playful
applications, bananas serve as a unique aspect of APE
transactions, adding a delightful touch to the user
experience.

Community Unity: At the core of Ape is a thriving
community where every ape is not just a holder but a
valued member. Community unity is fostered through
open communication channels, collaborative decision-
making processes, and regular engagement events that
strengthen the bonds within the APE family.

Ape Philanthropy: Ape is committed to making a positive
impact on the world. A percentage of our tokenomics
contributes to charitable initiatives, ensuring that the
APE community actively participates in philanthropic
endeavors. Ape philanthropy reflects our dedication to
social responsibility and creating a memecoin with a
purpose.

These unique features collectively define Ape as a
memecoin that goes beyond the ordinary, offering a
delightful and socially conscious experience within the
Cardano blockchain. As we swing from vine to vine, these
features contribute to the distinctiveness and vibrancy of
the APEISH ecosystem.

 FEATURES
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 BENEFITS
Investing in $Ape not only promises a fun and unique
memecoin experience but also provides tangible
benefits:

Playful Experience: Enjoy a distinctive crypto
adventure with the playful spirit of apes and
innovative banana-powered features.

1.

Secure Transactions: Built on the robust Cardano
blockchain, APE ensures secure and transparent
transactions through smart contracts and the
Ouroboros consensus mechanism.

2.

Community Unity: Active community engagement
and inclusive decision-making create a sense of
unity within the APEISH community.

3.

Philanthropic Impact: APE contributes to
charitable causes with a percentage of our
tokenomics, aligning the community with social
responsibility.

4.

Innovative Governance: APE introduces a
decentralized governance model, empowering the
community to actively shape the project's direction.

5.

Financial Growth Potential: As APEISH achieves
milestones outlined in the roadmap, community
members may benefit from the potential financial
growth of their investments.

6.

7.
Ape offers a full organic and rewarding journey in the
meme   finance jungle, combining entertainment,
security, community engagement, philanthropy, and
growth opportunities without any form of funding.



Looking ahead, Ape envisions a future marked by sustained
growth, innovation, and positive impact within the Cardano
ecosystem. Key aspirations include:

Sustainable Ecosystem Expansion: Forge strategic
partnerships for ecosystem growth.

1.

Integration into DeFi: Enter DeFi projects on Cardano
to enhance liquidity and innovation.

2.

Continuous Development: Regular updates to improve
functionality and security such as adding an Ape
donkey kong game where holders can buy a play with
the apish token and win weekly a prize pool.

3.

Educational Outreach: Empower the community with a
deeper understanding of APE and the Cardano
blockchain.Having the possibility of following APE
courses powered by the APE community

4.

Community Growth: Attract a diverse audience
through expanded marketing and outreach.

5.

Governance Enhancements: Strengthen community
involvement in decision-making processes.

6.

Real-world challenges for ape holders to becoming
Apish: Like having an Ape Olympics where holders can
compete for a prize pool and earn by just being part of
it.

7.

Ape products: Real world Ape products that reflect our
Vision.

8.

These goals reflect Ape's dedication to evolving as a meme
coin that entertains, engages, and contributes
meaningfully to the ever-changing landscape of
decentralized finance on the Cardano blockchain.

FUTURE GOALS 



Selecting Ape as your premier memecoin on the Cardano
blockchain offers a distinctive and entertaining journey
through the crypto jungle. Our commitment to playful
innovation introduces a banana-powered twist to
transactions, ensuring a uniquely delightful experience.
Operating on the secure Cardano blockchain, Ape prioritizes
transparency and reliability, integrating smart contracts and
the Ouroboros consensus mechanism (Proof of stake
protocol on the Cardano Blockchain). Beyond the innovative
features, Ape values community unity and engagement,
fostering a vibrant ape family through open communication,
events, and inclusive decision-making. When you choose
Ape, you become part of a philanthropic initiative, as a
percentage of our tokenomics contributes to charitable
causes, reflecting our commitment to positive global impact.
With an innovative governance model empowering our
community, forward-thinking goals, educational outreach,
artistic collaborations, and a vision for global impact, Ape
offers more than just a memecoin—it's an immersive and
purpose-driven journey within the meme finance landscape
on the Cardano blockchain. Join us in the jungle and
experience the unique and impactful world of Ape.

WHY CHOOSE US ?



initial liquidity
40%

Auto-Burn
30%

utility
12%Marketing & partnership

12%

Airdrops
6%

TOKENOMICS
Distribution Breakdown:

Initial liquidity : 40%
airdrops : 6% 
marketing and partnership: 12% 
utility: 12% 
Burn: 30%
Team Allocation: 0% 
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PHASE 3

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

ROADMAP
Inception and Planning
Conceptualization 

Define the unique selling points of ApeCoin.
Research and choose an ape-themed
branding and design.

Market Analysis 

Community Engagement 

Establish social media channels and a
community platform.

Gather feedback and suggestions from the
community.

Development 

Token Creation 

Establish tokenomics and distribution
strategy.

Wallet Integration: Ensure compatibility with
popular Cardano wallets. 

Cadano token registry application and
registration

Mainnet Launch.

Launch ApeCoin on the Cardano mainnet. 

Begin marketing campaigns to create
awareness.



PHASE 4

PHASE 5

Exchange Listings (DEX) 

Establish partnerships with decentralized exchanges.

Ape-themed NFTs

Introduce ape-themed NFTs for community
engagement. 

Collaborate with artists for exclusive NFT releases.

Community Events and Contests (Ongoing) 
Organize regular events, contests, and giveaways to
keep the community engaged. 

Introduce governance features for community voting.

Explore partnerships with other projects in
the Cardano ecosystem. 

Integrate ApeCoin into DeFi projects on
Cardano. 

Implement regular updates to improve
functionality and security.  

Education and Outreach (Ongoing) 
Educate the community about the benefits
of Ape.
 
Expand marketing efforts to attract new
users. 

Audit and Security (Ongoing) 

Collaborate with reputable auditing doxing
firms for external audits.

Exchange listings: CEX



This Apepaper, authored by Ape, functions as a comprehensive
informational resource designed to elucidate the goals,
features, and future trajectory of the project. It is crucial to
underscore that the content contained herein does not
constitute financial, investment, or legal advice. Users are
strongly urged to independently research and seek
professional counsel before undertaking any financial decisions
related to Ape. This document explicitly refrains from offering
or soliciting the sale of securities or any financial instruments.
Engaging with Ape is entirely at the discretion and risk of the
user, who should be cognizant of the inherent risks associated
with cryptocurrency activities, such as market volatility,
regulatory uncertainties, and technological vulnerabilities. The
Project explicitly disclaims any responsibility for financial
losses incurred by users and underscores the paramount
importance of compliance with relevant laws in the user's
jurisdiction. Furthermore, users should remain vigilant about
the dynamic nature of the cryptocurrency space, as the
information provided is subject to change without prior notice.
Ape reserves the right to modify, update, or amend the details
presented in this Apepaper. By accessing and perusing this
document, users acknowledge, understand, and agree to the
terms delineated in this legal disclaimer.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER



THANKS 

APEISH APEISH 
POLICY ID :  5b57b2fe721fc1f50be7053d3c888eb56cf4a15d483906a336894222

https://discord.gg/NNytcvZXES
https://twitter.com/AdaApeish
https://apeish.xyz/
https://linktr.ee/apeish

